Template - Discussion Group Charter

(1) DISCUSSION GROUP NAME (and any acronym or abbreviation of the name): The DG name, acronym and abbreviation must not include trademarks not owned by the Organization, or content that is infringing, harmful, or inappropriate.

Foo Discussion Group (FBDG)

(2) DISCUSSION TOPIC/PURPOSE/MOTIVATION: Please provide a clear statement of the topic, purpose, and/or motivation for requesting the formation of this DG.

(3) LEADERSHIP: Proposed DG Chair subject to confirmation by a vote of the DG Participants.

(4) AUDIENCE: Anticipated Participants in this DG.

(5) COPYRIGHT POLICY: The Organization approved Intellectual Property Rights Policy to cover any copyright material that may be produced as a result of DG ‘Participants’ posts to the wiki or email archives.

Kantara Initiative IPR Policy - Option X

(6) PROPOSERS: Names, email addresses, and any constituent affiliations of at least the minimum set of proposers required to support forming the DG. At least 3 Participants are required to request formation of a DG.